
 

Reframing

When the meaning of words is twisted.
For a year now, we have been experiencing a "new normal". 
Also with regard to many values and words, as shown in this video.( German)
deepL translate:

https://www.wissen-neu-gedacht.de/videos-zum-thema-manipulation-persönlichkeit

⸻—

Rough translation/ Interpretation

Twisting and inverting the meaning of words  and values through propaganda 
especially via the main stream media and the establishment / government

Manipulating  via reframing

Reframing

“Cognitive reframing is a technique used to shift your mindset so you're able to 
look at a situation, person, or relationship from a slightly different perspective.
(https://www.verywellmind.com/reframing-defined-2610419)”

Examples:

-Glass is full or empty, can reframe someone to see the glass full or empty

- Just do nothing, it is impossible -  can change  the perspective to  - Just do it , 
nothing is impossible



Beware! Reframing can also lead in different directions.
-can make something negative out of something positive.
-can make sense  out of nonsense and vice-versa or right out of wrong.

Too many options.
In some situations some think there  are too many options, can not tell what is wrong 
or right, they are confused, paralysed.
Reframing in this case is how to look at this situation so one can move forward.
In this case they  may need more information to  be able  see an option / solution.
Some people look at the same situation as chaos or an opportunity to create 
something new.
These are example of positive framing to help people to move on.

⸺
Manipulation via reframing.

Reframing can , also , be abused as a means of conscious manipulation.

The situation over the last few years

Examples:

A Critic
1. a person who expresses an unfavourable opinion of something.
"critics of the new legislation say it is too broad"

2. . a person who judges the merits of literary or artistic works, especially one who does so 
professionally.

"a theatre critic"

A critic before corona was someone who sees things, fact differently and expresses 
this.

Since corona, a critic is a liar.
Immediately people call someone  who  thinks  differently from the deciders/ authority / 
“experts” ie. the officially allowed narrative, is a liar .



⸺

Health- was redefined

Health , originally  ie before corona,  meant  :
the state of physical, mental and social (subjective) well-being.. Absence of illness.

Since corona symptomless people are classed  as sick.

Let it sink in, this is a crucial turning point!

To class every human being as potentially dangerous.

That was the scope of the reframing. People  to fear other people.
Since corona, healthy  people with a positive PCR test were classed as  asymptomatic 
sick despite the fact that it is known that PCR cannot detect infection or any illness.

Just  unimaginable  .To class asymptomatic people as dangerous when it is known, 
and there are are many studies, that there is no danger from asymptomatic.

That was initially only those who tested positive . 
But after the press conference in march, 2021 Germany:
It specifies all asymptomatic. With one sentence all  healthy people have  become 
asymptomatic.

⸺
Solidarity 

Before corona  ,what was appreciated as  solidarity, for the good of all  has become 
pure  obedience.
Solidarity means follow and obey for the greater good.

⸺
Realist means today Denier



Vicinity  turned into Distance

Tested positive now means infectious/ infected

Individual responsibility turned into selfish acts.

Allegations  became Facts

Objectivity became Waffling

Truth became Conspiracy Theory 

Informed people became tinfoil hats

Censorship became fact-checkers

Lobbyist have suddenly become Experts 

Independent think has suddenly become lack of  solidarity, not for the ‘good of all’ 
and was replaced by  having been influenced on one’s thinking, coopted.

Questioning  has become antisocial

Tolerance has become ignorance 

Tyranny has become (social )measures 

Captivity  became Freedom

Informers has  became  Protecter

Mitigating  became Loosening 

Subjugating means Decency

Lateral thinkers are suddenly Nazis 



Fundamental rights are now Privileges

A Dictatorship has become  a Democracy

And these are only the obvious.

Can you recognise the manipulation and has happened here?
How twisted the perceptions are.
What does that do to you? That one can be so easily manipulated? 

Do you have doubts, disenchantment, anger?

It could be so easy. Think of this photo.
“We , politicians ,know best what is good for you”

What can the government, the deciders do if we turn our back and just say we will stop 
participating..
What would then happen?

⸺-
Can people even see the Orwellian world we slid into , virtually overnight,  through 
global propaganda , double-speech, double think , new-talk?
Why could majority be so easily manipulated and brainwashed? 
Why are so many people  still in some form of denial?


